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ABSTRACT: With the rapid development of informational construction, higher request is needed by the management of drive-

training enterprise. Driving-training school’s effective management can reduce the waste of human power and wealth very much, 

and ensure driving-training school’s information resource to be utilized effectively. As the share of human power and information 

becomes deeper and weeper, the management and share of driving-training school’s manager, vehicle and student become more and 

more important. Present management method’ key issues exist as follows. Enrollment, health examination and graduation 

information of drive-training school students are operated artificially, which is not only with low efficiency but also make mistakes 

often with many students, vehicle and coaches, distribute of student to coach and coach to vehicle is made artificially. In this way, 

resource can’t be assigned reasonably and used effectively, which are clumsy human usage, unclear of administration responsibility 

and so on. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The project vehicle driving management system is a web based application that monitors and manages all the data management and 

all the storage activities electronically.This project helps to automate the manual task of maintaining clients,tutors data in database. 

On the base of analysis of driving-training school student management complexity and vehicle usage problem ,this paper applies 

the designs and carries out a set of system platform to driving-training school management information, driving-training school 

student enrollment, basic information management are realized. Trough driving-training school information management system, 

this paper makes manager control all kinds of student information in time and vehicles rationally.The management system that not 

only saves a great deal of manpower and financial resources of driving school, but also to improve and prettify driving school 

information management more easily and effectively.  

In this sense, the main purpose of this design is to ensure the entire process of management system according to the 

software engineering methodology of Microsoft Access . It’s simple to find out that with the rapid development of 

information, organization pay attention to intelligent and efficiency of information management. In addition, we can also 

use visual studio to achieve this design.  

Some key features include: 

1.The student type module is used to set the type of students and the related information. Examples of such content include name, 

sex, ID number, contact, address, etc.  

2.admin login 

3.student login 

4.digital payments 

5.The students file creation module is used to set the exam information which include exam date, registration number and note 

information.  
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II. METHODOLOGIES 
 

As we came up with some of the basic requirements and features that will fulfill users’ requirements, we have some of the 

features like: 

1. Users will register by giving a handle, which will be unique to every user. Only the handle will be revealed to other users to 

whom they will use. So, people are free to choose any handle so they stay anonymous. 

2. A member can selct different options after login.  

3. The sender should first select the packs which she/he want to apply for. 

4. After that the user is directed to the payment process.Here the app give us options for the payments like card,netbanking 

etc. 

5. The main part is that it authenticates the user details and age for the capability of using this application. 

6. Then the user is offered with different slots for 

Booking the drive,etc. 

 

III. FUTURE SCOPE 
 

There is always a possibility and extent for improvement in any application. Right now, we are just dealing with small algorithms. 

Several other apps serve similar purposes as this project, but these apps were rather difficult to use and provide confusing interfaces. 

A positive first impression is essential in a human relationship as well as in human-computer interaction. This project hopes to 

develop a vehicle driving Web app with a high-quality user interface.With the knowledge we have gained by developing this 

application, we are confident that in the future we can make the application more effective by adding these services. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The main goal of the project is to develop a Secure vehicle driving management Application.this project is mainly helpful to the 

college students and school students. We had taken a wide range of literature reviewsto achieve all the tasks, where we came to 

know about some of the products that are existing in the market. We made detailed research in that path to cover the loopholes that 

existing systems are facing and to eradicate them in our application. In the process of research, we came to know about the 

technologies used to develop this type of  architecture and different encryption-decryption algorithms. We analyzed various 

encryption algorithms (DES, AES, IDEA…), Integrity algorithms (MD5, SHA), key-exchange algorithms, authentication and we 

had implemented those functionalities in our application. We had gone through core and security concepts of reactJ mongodb ,java 

(JSSE, JCA) packages and for developing GUI we had implemented java swings. 
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